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CREATOR PRO

Create your professional flipping book with PDF files

FlippingBook

What is FlipBook Creator Pro
FlipBook Creator Pro is a much professional
program to help you convert ordinary PDF files
into stunning booklets with amazing page-flipping
animations and sound! Besides original classical
Flip PDF features such as adding background
images and sound, FlipBook Creator Pro also
provides more powerful and professional
functionalities, like embedding video, audio and
links into your flipbook pages, exporting defined
templates and settings to theme for later easy using,
using command line to automate the creation of
the flash eBooks without opening the Windows
desktop application.
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Keeps Original Flip PDF Features
 Create real flipping effect book in
minutes
Create realistic Adobe Flash based page-flipping
animation book less than 10 minutes. No any
programming tricks need!
 Publish online, email and CD
Publish your digital (electronic) editions such as
any type of publications, magazines, brochures and
catalogues to web sites, email even CD-ROM.
 Keep PDF Hyperlink, Bookmark and Text
Imports hyperlink, bookmark and text from PDF
files. You can click the hyperlink inside to flip to
another page or go to a web page directly, browse
book/catalogues quickly with bookmarks, even
search your book because the text in PDF files has
been imported.
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More Professional Features
 Embed flash, video, audio and link
FlipBook Creator Pro allows you to edit imported
PDF pages directly without using Acrobat
Professional tools. No matter the file you want to
insert into the page-flipping eBooks is link, video,
sound or flash.
 Command Line mode to auto convert
FlipBook Creator Pro also provides Command
Line mode to help you to automate the creation of
the flash eBooks without opening the Windows
desktop application. The mode allows you to do
multiple detail settings as the GUI provides to
perform your conversion works with ease.
Examples 1:
PTCMD -f"C:\input.pdf" -o"C:\outputfolder" -n"index" -thtml -c"Title" -s"Float#c:\my_ebooksetting.txt"
-r"1-8,9-14,42" -q4 -R"SWF" -bN
Examples 2:
PTCMD -f"C:\input.pdf" -o"C:\outputfolder"
-s"Float#Blues" -r"All" -q5 -R"GS"

-n"ExeFileName"

-texe

-i"C:\app.ico"

-c"Title"

Examples 3:
PTCMD -f"C:\input.pdf" -o"C:\outputfolder" -n"index" -tzip -c"Title" -s"Float#Blank" -r"All" -q5 -R"GS"
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More benefits you can get
 One-time fee, unlimited conversion.
As long as you buy the software, you can use the
program to convert unlimited PDF files to any
number of flipping books. No subscription fee, no
conversion fee, no any hidden fee.
 Free upgrade forever
All products are free to upgrade, once you
purchased the software, you can use it forever. We
keep the right to raise price for later versions, but
you do not need pay one cent for upgrading.
 30 Day Money Back Guarantee
We believe our software is an exceptional value and
we work very hard to make sure that is true. If you
are dissatisfied with our service for any reason, you
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will receive a full refund. Just request a refund by
emailing us at the contact page.

Other Four FlipBook Creators:
FlipBook Printer is a quick way to create
flipping flash books from any kind of printable
documents. Imagine being able to use the virtual
printer to print Microsoft Word documents,
Powerpoint presentation, Adobe PDF documents,
Web page or even from your application to digital
booklets, brochures and catalogs that behave like
actual paper books without any programming
work!

Photo to FlipBook is an easy utility to create
animated flipping digital photo albums that
behave like actual photo album. You can import
hundreds images from your computer, scanner or
camera, then generate a flipping album which can
be view online, sent by email and even burnt to
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CD. Flip Image lets you control your album size,
colors, background, and more without any
programming work!

PPT to Flipbook is your easy way to convert
Microsoft PowerPoint Presentations into stunning
booklets with page-flipping animations and sound!
Flip Powerpoint lets you control your Presentations
size, colors, background, and more! You'll be able
to drag page corners to turn pages, zoom in and out,
plus use the handy onscreen buttons to skip around
your document!
Word to FlipBook is a utility which allows you
to convert Microsoft Word documents, image, and
scan paper files to page-flipping books. With the
powerful converter, your documents can be shown
on the Web not only as a standalone document in a
separate window but also can be embedded in a
web page and shown inside it altogether with other
web page content. Besides, you can output in ZIP,
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EXE or Burn to CD.
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